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FORTE 9’s 40+ improvements

1 There's a new user interface.

2 The modern design is close the style of Windows 10 and Office.

3 More than 120 new icons speed up the workflow.

4 FORTE supports Unicode.

5 Write lyrics in Hebrew, Japanese, Chinese, Cyrillic,...

6 Write title texts in any language.

7 File names support special characters.

8 File names now support any language and any characters.

9 Import files with special characters.

10 Position texts freely on your score.

11 Simplified layouting of the title.

12 Write all voices with the computer keyboard.

13 Improved copying and pasting of elements.

14 Copying and pasting of elements from and to different voices.

15 Optimized interface for beginners.

16 Simple Mode for simply writing notes.

17 Expert Mode for extensive editing of the scores.

18 Dock the input palette.

19 The virtual keyboard adjusts itself to the size of the screen.

20 The virtual keyboard can display up to 88 keys.

21 The keys of the virtual keyboard light up during playback.

22 In select mode, play the keys on the virtual keyboard.



23 The virtual keyboard offers displaying note names in 5 different styles.

24 Combine the style of the note names.

25 Turn off the note names on the virtual keyboard completely.

26 Notes names work according to relative solmization.

27 Improved video export.

28 One-click zoom on selected notes.

29 Continuous zooming with the mouse wheel and ctrl key.

30 FORTE 9 is compatible with Windows 10 tablets.

31 The user interface is optimized for high resolution.

32 The user interface is optimized for touchscreens.

33 Gestures are supported on Windows 10 tablets.

34 New library icon accesses the library of your scores.

35 Score library features a search.

36 Edit the volume in the main tab "Home".

37 Start the playback at any position.

38 Playback selected passages.

39 Delay compensation for VST and MIDI playback.

40 New glissando for the grand piano staff added.

41 Add symbols on any position of your score.

42 Extended context menu.

43 Cut, copy and paste via right-click.

44 Fast selection of elements via context menu.

45 One click to change the music to chromanotes.


